
            

			
            

	


	
	

	
IMPORTANT UPDATE: We are now on our journey to becoming Culligan (UK) Ltd. Click here to read our FAQ’s and find out what this means for you.
Read moreRead moreRead less
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                        Plumbed in water dispensers
                    
						COVID-secure bottle free dispensers that provide healthy and sustainable hydration.

					
					
							
									Hands-free
								
	
									Sparkling water
								
	
									Countertop
								
	
									Hot & cold
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                        Bottled water coolers
                    
						Environmentally friendly and flexible hydration solutions.

					
					
							
									Order water
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                        Integrated Water Dispensers
                    
						Premium range of integrated water dispensers with multiple water options.
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                        Fountains and bottle filling
                    
						Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets.
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                        Instant boilers
                    
						High volumes of instantly hot water for your workplace.
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                        High-volume
                    
						High capacity and durable water dispensers for high usage spaces.

					
					
				
	
					
						
							
						
					
					
                    
                        Use our product finder to help.
                    
						Not sure what product is right for you?
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                        Offices
                    
                    Environmentally friendly and flexible hydration solutions.
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                        Hospitals & Healthcare
                    
                    COVID-secure dispensers that provide healthy hydration.
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                        Restaurants & Hotels
                    
                    Premium range of high volume dispensers with multiple options.
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                        Factories and Warehouse
                    
                    High volume dispensers with resistant materials for tough industrial environments.
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                        Gyms & Spas
                    
                    Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets.
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                        Government
                    
                    High capacity and durable water dispensers for high use spaces.
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                        Facilities Management
                    
                    Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets.
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                    High volumes of instantly hot water for your workplace.
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Choose your location:
You might not know this but Waterlogic operates in over a dozen countries across the world. If you're looking for content that's more relevant to where you're located then please choose from our list of Waterlogic Group websites.
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                                    	New customer
3023561966
	Existing customer
(866) 917-7873
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3023561966
	Existing customer
 (866) 917-7873
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"The service is consistent and extremely easy to access. The team are always friendly and helpful. The delivery drivers go out of their way to make delivery as easy as possible. "
Jean, P&S Drylining (NW) Ltd

How can we help?
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Why choose Waterlogic?
	[image: Why choose Waterlogic?]Wide range
Our water experts work with you to select a water cooler that fits perfectly for your office size and requirements.


	[image: Why choose Waterlogic?]Eco-friendly
Our qualified and approved engineers carry out a thorough onsite assessment to ensure your water cooler can be installed quickly and efficiently.


	[image: Why choose Waterlogic?]Servicing included
Regular filter checkups and hygiene maintenance of you mains-fed dispenser by trained technicians to keep you water in perfect condition. 


	[image: Why choose Waterlogic?]Global supply
Waterlogic products are enjoyed across over 50 countries with a range of products that match a variety of needs. 





Sales
SupportService
Provide your details and we will call you back
 Online, over the phone, or in-person at a safe distance, we can help you choose the right water dispenser for your needs.
This field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredThis field is requiredGCLID__cThis field is required

Full name*This field is required
Company*This field is required
Please enter a valid company emailEmail*
Phone number*This field is required
Postcode*This field is required
Choose an environment:

                                            
                                            Business
                                        
                                            
                                            Home
                                        


Take a look at our Hybrid Firewall® to enjoy pure filtered water at home.
We've designed the perfect product to enjoy Firewall® purified water at home. View our Hybrid section to buy online today.
View hybrid
Change to business


I consent to be contacted by e-mail and telephone about future news and offers. Read our privacy policy.

Submit

Open LiveChat
 Contact us
	New customer
0333 600 1845
	Existing customer
0333 600 1845

Close







                            

                        
                    

                

            
        



	
		

	
		
			
				
						
Cariad is now Waterlogic. If you would like to understand how this affects you as a customer, please contact our customer service team.
Read moreRead moreRead less




Aqua Point is now Waterlogic. If you would like to understand how this affects you as a customer, please contact our customer service team.
Read moreRead moreRead less
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OOPS! WE CAN'T SEEM TO FIND THE PAGE YOU'RE LOOKING FOR.
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Did you find everything you were looking for?
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Choose your location:
You might not know this but Waterlogic operates in over a dozen countries across the world. If you're looking for content that's more relevant to where you're located then please choose from our list of Waterlogic Group websites.
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